1) Was the state of the knowledge for each research theme sufficiently captured in the research summary documents and the presentations?

2) Are there important or additional research needs that were not identified in the summary documents?

3) Which identified research themes should receive the highest priority?

4) Which identified research topics within the themes should receive the highest priority?
• The breakout session is mostly about interaction
  – There are no short term research decisions that will be driven by the outcomes of this meeting

• To enhance interaction, we are using a rotational structure
  – Everyone spends 30 minutes in each of four breakout sessions
  – You will meet with a different set of people in every breakout session
  – The theme leader will provide continuity and integration

• Color codes
  – Your badges have four colored dots on them
  – They correspond to the sequence in which you will go to theme rooms
  – We will have people in the hall to help wayward souls!

• Meet back here at 3:30 for report out session